
                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                 

NATIONAL CADET CORPS (5DGBN) 

 BHARATI COLLEGE  (UNIVERSITY OF DELHI) 

                       ARMY WING (5DGBN) 

                 GUIDLEINES FOR NCC ENROLLMENT 2022 (SW) 

    

➢ ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 

    1. Must be a regular student of bharati college. 

    2. Must be in 1st year of college. 

    3. NCC enrollment in Bharati college is only for the girls. 

    4. SOL and NCWEB are not allowed. 

    5. Must be mentally and physical fit. 

    6. Students holding NCC A certificate, sports/extra curricular certificate at state/national/International               

level will be given bonus marks during selection. 

   7. Applicants will have to appear physically in college for physical test, written test, and interview. 

➢SELECTION PROCESS 

 1. Physical test 

✓ 1600 m running in 7 minutes or less  

✓ pushups (minimum25) 

✓ sits ups (minimum 30) 

✓ Height-  minimum 155cm 

✓ weight -  according to the height 

 2. Written Test 

✓ General knowledge 

✓ Current affairs 

3. Interview  By ANO -  PERSONALITY and IQ TEST. 



5. Dress code - White collared T-shirt , black /blue lower, sports shoes , hair tied properly in bun. 

6. Selection process will taken place in Bharati college. 

7. After the completion  of selection process , a list of selected candidate and reverse candidates. 

(merit based) will be uploaded on instagram and facebook page  

➢ DOCUMENTS  REQUIRED 

   1. Mark sheet of class 10th(original &photocopy) 

   2. Bank passbook  photocopy (personal account only; if not get it done now ) 

   3. college fee slip (photocopy) 

   4. Aadhar card (original and photocopy) 

   5. NCC A certificate( original and photocopy) 

   6. sports/extracurricular certificates (original and photocopy , if uploaded) 

                               (NOTE:-  Contents in the photocopy  should be properly visible)  

➢SPECIAL INSTRUCTION 

• Bharati college location:- https://goo.gl/maps/TFQJe89Ffr86CthZ8 

• For regular updates follow our instagram@ Bharati NCC 'A'- COY 

•                                                          facebook page@ Bharati NCC 'A'-COY  

• For any queries, mail @Bharati NCC 'A'-COY 

• You can also contact on  :- 9990466232 

                                                                                9311766687 
                                                                                9205497458 
                                                                                9319966150 

•  You can also  DM us on above mentioned social media handles.  

• Do not contact college/unit/ANO directly regarding any queries. 

 

Lt.(Dr.) VIBHA MAURYA                                                                                   SHIVANI SHARMA 

               (ANO)                                                                                                                         (SUO)                                                                         
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